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		The field of Legal translation and interpreting has strongly expanded over recent years. As it has developed into an independent branch of Translation Studies, this book advocates for a substantiated discussion of methods and methodology, as well as knowledge about the variety of approaches actually applied in the field. It is argued that, complex and multifaceted as it is, legal translation calls for research that might cross boundaries across research approaches and disciplines in order to shed light on the many facets of this social practice. The volume addresses the challenge of methodological consolidation, triangulation and refinement. The work presents examples of the variety of theoretical approaches which have been developed in the discipline and of the methodological sophistication which is currently being called for. In this regard, by combining different perspectives, they expand our understanding of the roles played by legal translators and interpreters, who emerge as linguistic and intercultural mediators dealing with a rich variety of legal texts; as knowledge communicators and as builders of specialised knowledge; as social agents performing a socially-situated activity; as decision-makers and agents subject to and redefining power relations, and as political actors shaping legal cultures and negotiating cultural identities, as well as their own professional identity.

	
		Chapter 2 of this book is freely available as a downloadable Open Access PDF under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.

		https://tandfbis.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/rt-files/docs/Open+Access+Chapters/9781138492103_oachapter2.pdf
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Biotechnology and Agricultural Development: Transgenic Cotton, Rural Institutions and Resource-poor FarmersRoutledge, 2009
This book addresses the continuing controversy over the potential impact of genetically modified (GM) crops in developing countries. Supporters of the technology claim it offers one of the best hopes for increasing agricultural production and reducing rural poverty, while opponents see it as an untested intervention that will bring corporate...
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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
This book contains hundreds of step-by-step solutions for both  common and uncommon problems that you might encounter with Active Directory --  including recipes to deal with the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP),  multi-master replication, Domain Name System (DNS), Group Policy, the Active  Directory Schema, and many...
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The Rough Guide to Bolivia 2 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	This thoroughly updated Rough Guide includes significantly more detailed maps and colour photographs than its closest competitor, as well as author picks and new colour sections that beautifully illustrate the countries ancient beliefs and mysticisms and the excellent range of outdoor activities on offer.


	An updated history section...
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2015

	Combining actionable, real-world source code with graphics, Pro Android Games, Third Edition shows you how to build more sophisticated and addictive Android game apps with minimum effort. Harness the power of the latest Android 5.0 SDK to bring countless legendary, action-packed PC games to the Android platform.


	With...
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The Game Audio Tutorial: A Practical Guide to Sound and Music for Interactive GamesFocal Press, 2011

	We wrote this book because we love games. We also love sound and music, and we love what they
	can bring to games to make them thrilling, involving, and moving. We want you to be able to
	try out your sound and your music in a real game. For a book whose examples are based exclusively
	around one piece of software, it may appear...
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Evolutionary Computer MusicSpringer, 2007
The evolutionary computation approach to music is an exciting new development for composers and musicologists alike. For composers, it provides an innovative and natural means for generating musical ideas from a specifiable set of primitive components and processes. For musicologists, these techniques are used to model the cultural transmission and...
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